Dear Colleagues and Readers,

With immense pleasure, I get to interact with our readers through this editorial. I would first like to express my heartfelt gratitude to all the readers for their overwhelming support to this Journal. I take this opportunity to thank all those who had extended their encouragement and support to me in this endeavor. The Journal has been accessed more than 1000 times from various parts of the world since the time the issue was online.

I take pride in proclaiming that our Journal is now one among the extensive portfolio of well-read medical and dental specialty Journals. International Journal of Dental and Medical Specialty (IJDMS) is currently indexed with EBSCO Publishing’s Electronic Databases, OpenJGate, SCOLAR, SIIC databases, Ulrich’s International Periodical Directory, Google Scholar, and will be very soon index in Hinari and Index Copernicus. The Publisher and the expert Editorial board members are leaving no stone unturned to list this journal soon in the PubMed and Scopus International Databases too. The success of this idea would depend on the willingness of clinicians to share new and innovative information and the availability of financial support. With today’s electronic communications, no medical or dental practitioners, even in rural communities, are too distant to engage themselves in ventures like these. In addition to feedback to each clinician from his or her own “account”, this database could serve researchers in the production of more relevant evidence. We hope with all of your support, the Journal will soon achieve this. I thank all the authors for showing their faith in our Journal. As there is a huge backlog of manuscripts still pending, we are trying our level best to publish only the most relevant articles with the highest quality. I request all the authors to submit original and genuine research/clinical work.

IJDMS aspires in publishing manuscripts that are rare case reports, Innovative Reviews, Novel surgical approaches, Original researches which indeed are eye-openers for all. Similarly, articles with contemporary interests and futuristic hypotheses, substantiating evidence-based surgical practice are also encouraged. I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. P M L Khanna who is also my father and Editor in Chief for being a constant source of inspiration and for enlightening us in improving the scope and quality of the Journal. Last but not the least, I thank all the reviewers for spending their quality time for the peer-review process, they have been our pillars of support. I hope that IJDMS will continue to meet the necessity and expectations of Medical, Dental, and allied specialists.
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